Q1 Which part of the Planning and Design Code would you like to make a submission about? (Please click the circle to select which part of the Code you wish to comment on. You can also see which council areas are included in the rural and urban code via the links below.)

My submission relates to Urban code. (click here for council areas)

Q2 Please provide your contact details below (Name, Postcode & Email are mandatory) Please be advised that your submission will be made publicly available on the SA Planning Portal.

Name
Katrina Tripodi
Postcode
5074
Email Address

Q3 Which sector do you associate yourself with?
General Public

Q4 Would you like to make comment on
General comments

Q5 Enter your feedback for Rules of Interpretation
Respondent skipped this question

Q6 Enter your feedback for Referrals
Respondent skipped this question

Q7 Enter your feedback for Mapping
Respondent skipped this question
Q8 Enter your feedback for Table of Amendments

Respondent skipped this question

Q9 Please enter your feedback for overlays click next at the bottom of the page for next topic

Respondent skipped this question

Q10 Please enter your feedback for zones and subzones click next at the bottom of the page for next topic

Respondent skipped this question

Q11 Please enter your feedback for general policy click next at the bottom of the page for next topic

Respondent skipped this question

Q12 Please enter your feedback for Land use Definition click next at the bottom of the page for next topic

Respondent skipped this question

Q13 Please enter your feedback for Admin Definitions click next at the bottom of the page for next topic

Respondent skipped this question

Q14 Please enter your general feedback here

Streets are congested because of vehicles parking on road, no trees or gardens for shade and wildlife, cars hanging over footpaths because of short driveways and houses that will become slums in a decade because of poor quality builds. Not to mention impact on environment as these houses need constant cooling/heating because of poor designs. Rubbish bins left on road constantly because there is no where to put them, no privacy for existing dwellings with 4 two storey builds being put up everywhere. We need increased block sizes, houses set back further and parking off street for 2 cars per house. I used to love Campbelltown with the diverse gardens containing fruit trees and plants reflecting the nationality of who lived there now walking the area is just seeing the slum area of the future, why can't we design more Lochiel style developments.
Q15 Do you have any attachments to upload? (pdf only)  
Respondent skipped this question